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ABSTRACT 
Independent navigation in unfamiliar and complex environments is a major challenge for blind people. 
This challenge motivates a multi-disciplinary efort in the CHI community aimed at developing assis-
tive technologies to support the orientation and mobility of blind people, including related disciplines 
such as accessible computing, cognitive sciences, computer vision, and ubiquitous computing. This 
workshop intends to bring these communities together to increase awareness on recent advances 
in blind navigation assistive technologies, benefit from diverse perspectives and expertises, discuss 
open research challenges, and explore avenues for multi-disciplinary collaborations. Interactions 
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are fostered through a panel on Open Challenges and Avenues for Interdisciplinary Collaboration, 
Minute-Madness presentations, and a Hands-On Session where workshop participants can hack 
(design or prototype) new solutions to tackle open research challenges. An expected outcome is the 
emergence of new collaborations and research directions that can result in novel assistive technologies 
to support independent blind navigation. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Accessibility technologies. 
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BACKGROUND 
Orientation and Mobility (O&M) skills are essential for the independence of people who are blind. 
O&M training, exploration of tactile maps and navigation aids such as the white cane and guide 
dogs help blind people to navigate and acquire knowledge about their surroundings. However, this 
knowledge is ofen insuficient, as most blind people avoid to visit unfamiliar places by themselves 
and can a have fragmented or incomplete understanding of familiar environments [9, 26]. 

There is a multidisciplinary efort and a great amount of research trying to understand and support 
the O&M of blind people in areas such as human-computer interaction, accessible computing, cognitive 
sciences (e.g. psychology, neuroscience), computer vision, and ubiquitous computing, among others. 
These eforts created a variety of solutions that help blind people navigate in the real-world and 
acquire spatial knowledge either directly or indirectly (e.g. by exploring maps or virtual environments). 

Solutions that provide in-situ support to blind travelers include turn-by-turn navigation to help users 
reach a destination. Several researchers have been tackling this challenge with diferent approaches 
and from diferent perspectives. This includes, for instance, eforts to assess the requirements and 
information needs for blind navigation [2, 21]; the design and evaluation of interfaces to guide the 
user [6, 19, 24]; the study or modeling of user behavior during navigation assistance [13, 15, 22]; 
the investigation of the factors that influence user acceptance of such systems [1]; and the use of 
crowdsourcing to ease the installation and maintenance of indoor localization infrastructures [10]. 
Still, most solutions present static interfaces that are not able to adapt to users nor diferent situations. 
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Potential avenues for future research may arise from the increasing efort to release large-scale usage 
datasets [8, 14]. The availability of such datasets can promote new data-driven approaches to study 
and model user behavior, improve interface design, and support adaptive interfaces. 
Besides turn-by-turn guidance, several commercial and research solutions try to convey more 

information about the user’s surroundings. For instance, Footnotes [11] is built on top of Microsof’s 
Soundscape and provides rich textual descriptions containing functional, visual, historical and social 
descriptions. Future research can further explore how to maximize blind users’ knowledge of the 
surroundings (with reduced cognitive load) with non-visual augmented reality. 

An area of increasing relevance for the O&M of blind people is computer vision, which has been used 
to help guiding or identifying elements of interest in the environment, such as crosswalks or particular 
objects/obstacles [4, 7, 20, 27], sometimes combined with crowdsourcing [3]. While a powerful tool 
already, real-time usage of computer vision models in mobile or wearable devices is still a challenge. 
In addition to navigation skills, O&M classes teach blind people how to explore tactile maps to 

gain prior knowledge of the environment. Recent research has investigated how to make those maps 
interactive in order to overcome limitations of traditional tactile maps (e.g. learning braille) [5]. 

An alternative way to explore the environment beforehand is through virtual navigation, for instance 
by using a combination of audio-haptic feedback or 3D audio [12, 18, 23, 28]. While eforts to make 
virtual environments more immersive are needed, it is also crucial to ease the creation of real-world 
representations so that these solutions can be more easily made available to the end users. 
Cognitive sciences play a very important role in the design and evaluation of blind navigation 

solutions. Literature about spatial knowledge acquisition and how blind users build a mental repre-
sentation of an environment is the scafold for the design of many technological solutions [25]. To 
cite one example, solutions that use 3D audio rely on findings that spatial audio outperforms spatial 
language in cognitively demanding scenarios [17]. Also, these disciplines are also essential to assess 
the efectiveness of new solutions [16]. 

OBJECTIVES 
While the aforementioned contributions are just a subset of recent research supporting independent 
navigation for blind people, these contributions are ofen spread out in diferent research communities 
that do not ofen collaborate. However, some of the challenges can only be tackled if researchers from 
diferent fields are aware of each others’ progress and work together to leverage the skills of each 
community. For instance, computer vision is key to detect and avoid obstacles while navigating, but 
interface design expertise is needed to understand how to convey that information appropriately. 
This workshop intends to connect researchers working on similar and complementary areas related 
to blind navigation in order to achieve the goals outlined in Sidebar 1. 

Sidebar 1: Workshop Objectives 

Increase awareness of recent advances across 
diferent but related fields. We believe that such 
awareness, together with the diferent perspec-
tives and expertise of diferent communities 
will result in insightful discussions and future 
collaborations. 

Surface open challenges in this area with in-
vited researchers through an interactive panel 
on Open Challenges and Avenues for Inter-
disciplinary Collaboration. The challenges ad-
dressed in the workshop will be based on par-
ticipants’ position papers and a list of potential 
challenges collected by the organizers. These 
challenges include: sharing large-scale data 
to build new knowledge; easing the trans-
fer from research eforts to real-world deploy-
ment; and further exploring non-visual aug-
mented and virtual reality to help gaining 
knowledge of the environment. 

Design and prototype new solutions with a 
Hands-On, hacking session to tackle open chal-
lenges. This aims to be a starting point for multi-
disciplinary collaborations and novel research 
directions that can further advance the state-
of-the-art on assistive technologies to support 
independent navigation. 

Share resources and data. Create awareness 
of currently available datasets and encourage 
the increase of resources and data sharing 
among researchers and communities while con-
sidering privacy. 

Establish metrics and methods for bench-
marking progress that allow for comparison 
across diferent systems and user studies. 
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ORGANIZERS 
The organizers are experts in disciplines relevant to blind navigation, including HCI, accessible 
computing, cognitive sciences, AI, and machine learning. 
João Guerreiro is a Project Scientist at Carnegie Mellon University. His research focuses on sup-

porting independent navigation of people with visual impairments using either real-world navigation 
assistance or virtual navigation to gain prior knowledge of the environment. He obtained a PhD from 
the University of Lisbon on the use of non-visual interfaces with simultaneous speech to speed-up 
blind people’s access to personally relevant digital information. João Guerreiro is the main contact 
person for this workshop. 
Hernisa Kacorri is an Assistant Professor at University of Maryland, College Park. Her expertise is 

on technologies that leverage artificial intelligence to address human challenges, faced due to health 
or disability. Her work emphasises rigorous experimental methodologies and early user involvement 
to assess impact. Her recent work on technologies for people with visual impairments focuses on 
personalizing object recognizers through teachable machines, as well as uncovering behavioral paterns 
and environmental factors from real-world mobility data. 
Jefrey P. Bigham is an Associate Professor and PhD Director in the Human-Computer Interaction 

and Language Technologies Institutes in the School of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University. 
Dr. Bigham’s research combines crowdsourcing and machine learning to make novel deployable 
interactive systems, and ultimately solve hard problems in computer science. Many of these systems 
are designed with a deep understanding of the needs of people with disabilities to be useful in their 
everyday lives. He received his B.S.E degree in Computer Science from Princeton University in 2003, 
and received his Ph.D. in Computer Science and Engineering from the University of Washington in 
2009. He has received the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellowship, the MIT Technology Review Top 35 
Innovators Under 35 Award, and the National Science Foundation CAREER Award. 
Edward Cutrell is a Principal Researcher at Microsof Research where he explores computing for 

disability, accessibility, and inclusive design in the Ability Group. Over the years, he has worked on a 
broad range of HCI topics and technologies including input technologies, search interfaces, intelligent 
notifications, and systems useful for people living in underserved rural and urban communities in 
developing countries. He also holds an afiliate faculty appointment in the Information School at the 
University of Washington. Ed has worked in the field of HCI since 2000 and received his PhD from 
the University of Oregon in cognitive neuropsychology. 
Daisuke Sato is a Technical Leader in the Accessibility Research Group at IBM Research - Tokyo. 

He is leading the development of cognitive assistance research to help visually impaired people regain 
information in the real world. He is the main contributor of the NavCog project, a smartphone-based 
indoor navigation app for visually impaired people with accurate and scalable positioning. He obtained 
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a PhD and a MSc from the University of Tsukuba, Japan. His PhD focused on interfaces to improve 
accessibility through cooperative eforts by visually impaired people and remote workers. 
Dragan Ahmetovic is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Turin, Italy. His research focuses 

on improving the quality of life of individuals with disabilities by overcoming barriers that limit 
their access to information and the physical world. He works on assistive technologies that augment 
cognitive capabilities of the users, through embodied sensing, knowledge retrieval, and human 
computer interaction, mediated by mobile and pervasive devices, during tasks such as mobility, 
surroundings awareness and information access. 
Chieko Asakawa is an IBM Fellow since 2009. Series of pioneering technologies generated under 

Chieko’s leadership at IBM Research Tokyo significantly contributed in advancing information 
accessibility in the last three decades. Today, Chieko is focusing on advancing cognitive assistant 
research to help the blind regain information by augmenting missing or weakened abilities in the real 
world. She was inducted into the Women in Technology International (WITI) Hall of Fame in 2003. In 
2013, the government of Japan awarded her the Medal of Honor with Purple Ribbon. She has been 
also serving as an IBM Distinguished Service Professor at Carnegie Mellon University. 

WEBSITE 
We will use our website at htps://blindnavigationCHI19.wordpress.com to publicize the workshop 
and provide access to its content. This includes publishing the call for participation and submission 
details, the accepted position papers, and the ability to start the discussion prior to the workshop. 

PRE-WORKSHOP PLANS 
The call for participation will be broadly distributed to diferent research communities addressing 
the subject of the workshop. This includes posting to mailing lists (e.g., chi-announcements) and to 
social media groups (e.g., ASSETS conference and SigCHI-Access), and using the organizers’ personal 
networks to contact researchers with relevant contributions in the area. 
We will ask for position papers describing the authors’ past and current research in this area. We 

encourage authors to include at least one research challenge or scenario that they would like to tackle 
during the workshop. Position papers should have a maximum of four pages in the SIGCHI Extended 
Abstract format. Their acceptance is based on relevance for the workshop theme, diversity of research 
communities and the potential impact and novelty of the authors’ research. 
All accepted position papers will be made available on the workshop website. We will encourage 

participants to read each others papers and to start the discussion prior to the workshop. We intend 
to involve blind people through the social media and our personal networks, and encourage them to 
submit questions for our interactive panel. 
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WORKSHOP STRUCTURE 
We propose a one-day workshop with 20 participants. We envision a highly interactive workshop with 
the schedule outlined in Table 1. The workshop structure consists of an Interactive Panel focused on 
Open Challenges and Avenues for Interdisciplinary Collaboration that aims to foster the discussion 
among diferent communities and try to establish a common ground for future collaborations in the 
theme of the workshop. Then, Minute Madness presentations aim to briefly introduce the participants 
and their research. Aferwards, participants will be asked to form groups to design or prototype new 
solutions, based on the challenges presented in their position papers. 

Table 1: Workshop Schedule. 

09:00 A Welcome Note by the Organizers 

09:15 

Interactive Panel: 

Open Challenges and Avenues 

for Interdisciplinary Collaboration 

10:45 Cofee Break 

11:00 Minute Madness Presentations 

12:00 
Outline Research Challenges 

and Group Formation 

12:30 Lunch 

13:30 
Hacking Blind Navigation: 

Hands-On Session 

15:30 Cofee Break 

15:45 
Hacking Blind Navigation: 

Hands-On Session 

16:45 Group Summary Presentations 

17:00 Wrap-Up and Follow-Up Plans 

POST-WORKSHOP PLANS 
We expect this workshop to influence future research in this area. It is our goal that both the 
discussion in the interactive panel and the hands-on session will benefit from the participants’ 
diferent perspectives and expertise. Each group will be encouraged to present the main outcomes 
of their new designs and prototypes. In addition, the organizers will write a report summarizing the 
main outcomes of this workshop to either ACM Interactions or ACM SIGACCESS Newsleter. Finally, 
we will reflect on the lessons learned from the workshop, by summarizing its key take-away messages 
and planning for next steps. 

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
Independent navigation is a major challenge for people with visual impairments, in particular in 
unfamiliar or complex environments. There is a multi-disciplinary efort in the CHI community to 
support independent navigation through assistive technologies, but also in related disciplines, such as 
accessible computing, cognitive sciences and computer vision. 

The aim of this workshop is to bring together these communities to increase awareness on recent 
advances on navigation assistive technologies. We see the field benefiting from diferent perspectives 
and expertise, discussions on open research challenges, as well as exploration of new avenues for multi-
disciplinary collaborations. The workshop consists of an interactive panel, minute-madness presenta-
tions and a hands-on session to design or prototype new solutions to tackle open research challenges. 
More information on the workshop can be found at htps://blindnavigationCHI19.wordpress.com. 

Submissions: 
We invite researchers to submit position papers in the SIGCHI Extended Abstract format (four-page 
maximum, excluding references). Papers should summarize authors’ past and current research in the 
workshop theme, and one open research challenge for discussion in the workshop. Submissions should 
be sent to blindnavigationCHI19@gmail.com in PDF format. Position papers will be peer-reviewed 
based on relevance to the workshop theme, diversity of research communities, and the potential for 
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impact and novelty. At least one co-author of each accepted paper must atend the workshop and all 
participants must register for the workshop and for at least one day of the conference. 

Important Dates: 
• Submission Deadline: 12 February 2019 
• Notification: 1 March 2019 
• Workshop: 4 May 2019 
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